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A complete menu of Sutha Thai Kitchen from Tustin covering all 5 dishes and drinks can be found here on the
card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Diego C likes about Sutha Thai Kitchen:
I frequent this restaurant once a month. Sutha Thai is one of the most consistently Thai restaurants in the area,
in my belief. I'm a fan of the pad Thai, but their fried rice is always a must when i visit or take out. I haven't tried

all the menu items but their Yellow curry and bbq beef is also a go to. I don't do many reviews, but i feel this
should be a try for most people who enjoy Thai cuisine. read more. When the weather conditions is good you can

also eat outside. What Dana S doesn't like about Sutha Thai Kitchen:
Average Thai food. The pad see ew is good but not quite as authentic as since other places. Beef salad left me

craving something more. It didn't quite have the sour/spicy/sweet kick that I'm used to. Portions have gotten
smaller. Restaurant has limited parking and seating, I have only ordered take out from here. Service was quick

but not overly friendly, they again seem short staffed. Again, nothing bad, nothing good... read more. Sutha Thai
Kitchen The groundbreaking Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the perfect balance of traditional dishes and

exciting new creations will amaze!, Here, Thai meals are prepared with the famous spices and (fish-) sauces.
The preparation of the meals is done authentically Asian, the menu also includes tasty vegetarian menus.
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Salad�
SALAD

Mai� course�
SIDE SALAD

Mea� dishe�
YELLOW CURRY

Mai� Dishe�
RED CURRY

Soup
WONTON SOUP

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

VEGETARIAN

BBQ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SOUP

ICE CREAM

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
TOFU

BEEF

CHICKEN

RICE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-21:00
Tuesday 11:00-21:00
Wednesday 11:00-21:00
Thursday 11:00-21:00
Friday 11:00-22:00
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